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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
BY JOHN RANDOLPH
It's almost August and we are more than half way through 2010. Looking back over the activities chronicled in this issue of
Solid Times, we have had a very busy and successful year. While our club tends not to schedule many events during the summer, our membership stays busy with their cars. John and Norma Marsh drove to the SACC National Convention in Bowling
Green, Kentucky and were joined by members Gary and Barbara Muehl. Our secretary, Garry Eastwood got serious with the
restoration work on his 57 when a number of us gathered on July 24 to help him lift the body off and conduct a tech session
on the process. Next month on August 14, Garry and Karen Mion are hosting the club for movie night in their ultimate home
theater. We have tech sessions and driving events scheduled for the fall with our annual holiday tech session and party
scheduled for the weekend of December 4 and 5. In the spring of next year, we have planned another drive and dine to another unusual and historically significant restaurant. Ask anyone who attended the Wrigley Mansion Brunch this past March what
they thought of this event and plan to attend what will be a very special brunch next spring.
As most of you know, Our chapter has agreed to host the 2012 National Convention which will be held in January in conjunction with the various auctions held at that time. We are still in the planning process for the convention and should have more
information on the plans for that event soon. We will need a number of volunteers to make this event a success. We could use
help with the social activities, road tour and tech sessions among other things. Please help us make this one of the best conventions ever by stepping forward with your ideas and assistance. Any degree of participation would me most appreciated. I
hope everyone enjoys the rest of their summer and I look forward to seeing you at our movie night in August or one of our
events this fall.

TECHNICAL ADVISOR MESSAGE
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I'm writing this article in mid July. The temperatures are on the rise and club activities are
winding down for the summer. For those of us who drive solid axle Corvettes, this is a time of
year when repair and maintenance is taking place to ready our Vettes for the events beginning this fall and on through the cool months of winter and spring. At this time we have the
following club members who are involved in some major projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garry Eastwood's 1957 (Sparky), is getting a complete restoration.
Gary Lee's 1958 is having wiring and console work done to fit a Wonderbar Radio.
Gary Bennett's 1958 is getting a bumper-to-bumper correct restoration in preparation for
the Duntov Award.
Garry Mion's 1960 is having major engine and frame / chassis work.
Steven Neel's 1960 is in the early stages of reassembly.... way to go Steve!
Mike Mileskiewicz's 1961 is getting a front suspension and brake rebuild.
Dave Friesz's 1962 is getting a Bill Meyer front suspension and new brakes.
John Marsh's 1959 will be getting new tires, as the present ones are 8 years old!!!

There are probably many more projects that I'm not aware of. All of your projects are sure to
generate some interesting articles for our SOLID TIMES Newsletter. Guys, be sure to take
pictures and share your stories with us! On another note, Norma and I just returned
from Bowling Green, KY where we attended the National SACC Convention. We had a great
time. More info will be in the next newsletter. Also, several club members will be going to
Carlisle in August.
In closing, I would like to encourage club members to share their Corvette experiences by
writing an article for our newsletter. Contact Garry Mion gmofaz@cox.net If you have an idea
for a tech session, let us help you put it together. Drive 'em!!!
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2 0 0 9 H O LIDAY B RU N CH
BY GARRY MION
Our holiday party was again held at
the Sun Ridge Canyon Club House in
Fountain Hills. This year there were
over 30 members in attendance. Bob
and Patty Sarraillon set up the event,
and for all of us attending I wish to
thank them for their efforts in pulling
this together for the second year in a
row. It’s is less than five months to
our 2010 Holiday Party, which will be
on December 5th. I hope you will
consider joining us this year.
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FROM THE OFFICE OF THE TREASURER:

Want Ads:

BY GARY LEE

If you have something you want,
want to sell, or a service you can
provide to club members (corvette/
club related), then advertise here
for free. Contact the newsletter
editor with your want ad information.

The chapter now has 56 paid members., and we have $3,386.63 in our checking account. During the past few months, we have added six new members. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michael & Eden Grammond, Tucson, 1957
Brian Futo, Scottsdale
Steve & Joanne Wieck, Scottsdale, 1958
Bob & Cathy Cantwell, Phoenix, 1962
Joe & Karen Pennacchio, Prescott, 1956
David & Tammy Seymour, Cave Creen, 1961
Dwayne & Cindy Bublitz, Flagstaff, 1957

I Buy and Sell Solid Axle Parts. We
also are interested in doing Solid
Axle restorations from frame restorations to complete Top-Flight®
restorations. Steven J. Neel/
Concourse Corvette Restorations.
Contact MrSolidAxle@aol.com

A Warm Welcome to our Newest Members
CLUB MERCHANDISE FOR SALE
There are a number of items that the club is offering for sale. These items
serve several purposes: First, they allow you to proudly display your association with the chapter, which will certainly impress your family, friends and
neighbors. Second, they provide an additional source of income for the
chapter, which is needed so that we can continue to provide food, gifts,
and other things that make our events so interesting. Once you are done
outfitting yourself, perhaps you know of family, friends or co-workers who
would be interested in one of these items. They make great gifts too! Contact John Randolph: president@arizonachaptersacc.com
Here are some of the items:
T-Shirt: S-XL is $15, XXL is $17
Sweat Shirt: $35
Fender Cover: $22
Noland Adams Signed Plaques: $7.50
Solid Axle Window Sticker: $3.00

F R O M T H E O F F I C E O F T H E S E C R E TA R Y :
BY GARRY EASTWOOD
Earlier this year, I joined the AZ/ SACC Board as Secretary. Over time, my responsibilities have become more clearly defined
and will now focus on the following: 1) taking notes and creating a written record of the Board Meetings and, 2) providing a
regular communication link to our SACC membership on topics that the Board feels are of interest/concern to our club. As
we gear up for the 2012 SACC National Meeting in Fountain Hills, I will be working with the various planning committees to
ensure good cross-coordination and communication.
For those who do not know me, I have recently taken "the Plunge" and have purchased a '57 Corvette (AKA - "SPARKY") in
need of complete restoration. Hopefully in a year or so, the car will be back together and I will be rolling along with the rest of
you in SACC activities..... I look forward to meeting all of you at our upcoming events!

GET INVOLVED!
WE

CAN USE SUGGESTIONS FOR

2010/2011

EVENTS

THE BOARD IS CONSTANTLY LOOKING FOR NEW IDEAS FOR CLUB EVENTS.
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR THE CLUB IS LOOKING TO ALTERNATE BETWEEN TECHNICAL
AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES.
IF YOU HAVE AN IDEA YOU THINK OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CLUB WOULD BE INTERESTED
IN, PLEASE CONTACT A BOARD MEMBER TO DISCUSS IT.

THE

NEXT MOVE IS YOURS!
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1 S T A N N UA L B A R R E T T J A C K S O N R O A D R A L LY
BY GARRY MION
A few members of the SACC chapter were fortunate enough to take part in the first annual Barrett Jackson Road Rally. This
road rally consisted of a number of cars from various clubs. The cars collected at the south-east corner of McDowell and
Scottsdale, and the road tour took us through downtown Scottsdale en route to the Scottsdale Pavilions as the final destination. There were many different types of cars, from the
classics like our Corvettes, to
modern cars like the Bugatti
Veyron. It was a bit of a last
minute deal, so hopefully
next year we’ll get plenty of
notice and can get more club
members involved. Enjoy!

How To Write An Article!
If you can send an email, you can write an article. Write an email describing you story, attach a few pictures if you have them,
and then send them to me at azsaccnews@arizonachaptersacc.com.
Need ideas? How about these...
Have you fixed your car lately? Tell the members what went wrong and what steps you took to correct the problem?
Have you replaced something on your car to make it more original or make it better than original? Tell the members what you
did, where was the work done, and were you satisfied with the job or would you do it all over again.
Have an interesting story about your car? Tell us how you got it, what it took to get it, and what happened once you got it.
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WINTER TECH SESSION: HEADLIGHTS/BUCKETS, HEATER
COMPONENTS AND RESTORATION, CLUTCH LINKAGES

Our winter tech session
was held on January
16th, and was presented by John Marsh, Steven Neel, and John
Randolph. Held at CnV
Corvettes. John does
not look not happy with
his helper (above).
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1 9 5 8 - 6 2 D O O R W I N D O W R E G U L A T O R R E PA I R
BY JOHN MARSH
This tech article covers the techniques I used to repair a 1958 Corvette window regulator. I had the experience of replacing
the large gear on one of these gems due to chipped teeth. A key indicator that this unit had a problem was the extra effort to
crank the window,especially the last two to three inches of up travel, at which time, the window crank started to “jump”.

Picture #1

I determined that this is caused by the regulator mechanism being exposed to more
load than it was engineered to handle. The small drive gear generates so much force on
the (driven) large gear, it forces the gears to spread apart, causing less tooth contact,
and at the same time forcing the large gear to walk off to the side due to a twisting action. This causes even more loss of tooth contact, resulting in stripped teeth on the
large gear.

I spent some time analyzing the hard cranking problem while I was in the process of
removing the regulator. I looked for binding window felts, binding window channels,
frozen window sash and regulator rollers. I found all the rollers were dry of lube and
stuck, the front and read
sash channels were dirty and
had a lot of dried up lube in
them. It didn’t look like they
were ever serviced. Another
area I checked was the window adjustment and found it
to be a little tight where the
door glass comes in contact with the rear vertical weather strip on
the soft top / hard top.
The ST-12 1953 1962 Corvette ServicPicture #3
ing Guide (figure #1),
does a good job of
Picture #2
illustrating the removal and installation
procedures of the
door window regulator. However, I did two additional steps that I feel were beneficial. I removed the door glass completely rather than just block it up. This allowed me to service the two window sash rollers and gave me more access to all
the window channels for inspection. I also removed the rear window channel, a
standard procedure when I remove a door glass assembly. I did as the ST-12
recommended and removed the
rear lower
sash channel
(the curved
one). I also removed the forward sash cannel. This is attached to the chrome door post with three screws and attached at the bottom of the inner door brace with a bolt
and slotted hole. This also serves as the upper in/out adjustment of the door post. Note…. it is not necessary to
remove the post itself.
Now, with all the clutter out of the way, and by cranking the
regulator arm down all the way and then back up 1 ½
turns, I was able to fish the regulator out the large access
hole. I found that there is still a little interference fit, but it
will come out.
Copyright © 2010 Arizona Chapter: Solid Axle Corvette Club
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Picture #5

Next, the easy part…. repairing the regulator. Keep in mind
that these units have few moving parts, and basically, only the
three rollers and the large gear can be serviced. As for the rollers, I checked for roundness and cracks… all was okay. I used
Brakleen Brake Parts Cleaner to clean and free up the three
rollers then lubed them with chassis lube. White Lithium MultiPurpose Lube is okay, if you prefer.
The large gear is available at most venders for around $25 plus
shipping and comes with a new steel front rivet, (picture#2). To
remove the gear from the regulator arm I first removed the regulator spring, This was easily done by cranking the regulator
arm completely to the up position, (to relieve the spring tension) then I used vice grips to grab the spring tang to enable
me to pull up and off the tab, (picture # 3). A note of precaution…. Pay special attention to how the spring goes back on
before removing!

Now the spring can be gently pried off the slotted spring arbor with a screw driver. The large gear is attached to the regulator
arm with a steel rivet at the front and by the riveted shank on the slotted spring arbor at the rear. (picture # 4)
I ground both rivet clinches flush and punched them out
of the arm. (picture #5) I then installed the new gear by
first pushing in the new front rivet, (and for alignment
purposes only), the spring arbor on the rear location to
hold everything in place while I hammered the new rivet
down good and tight.

Picture #6

Next I punched the arbor back out and assembled the
regulator arm with new gear to the main mechanism with
the spring arbor. (picture #6) Because the slotted spring
arbor serves as a pivot point and holds this whole contraption together, I put a dab of lube on the pivot area.
Finalizing the assembly there are two options for retaining the arbor to the regulator arm. One is to weld a bead
to the arbor shank and the arm. This is the easiest and
quickest if you have a welder handy. The other option is
to drill the spring arbor with a 5/32 drill bit, being careful
not to drill to deep, and tap the hole with a 10-24 tap,
and install a 10-24 by ½ inch long, hard cap screw, flat
washer and star washer. Keep shortening the bolt until it just bottoms out in the thread as it becomes snug. Put a little thread
locker on final assembly and tighten nice and snug. This repair is as strong as the original rivet clinch to hold the assembly
together.
One more procedure before installing the
regulator back in the door. Notice the
stamped steel rubbing block that rides
(rubs) on the gear. (picture #7 left side) I
bumped this down so it rides on the gear
as it was designed to do.
In conclusion, this project is not that hard
to do and anyone with some mechanical
stills and a lot of patience can do it!
HAPPY TRAILS!!!
John Marsh …. Tech advisor
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2010 SCHEDULE OF EVENT S
Date

Activity & Contact Information

January 16th

Winter Tech Session: Headlights, Light Buckets, Clutch Linkages, Heater Restoration, & more

January 17-24

Barrett-Jackson, Scottsdale Arizona www.barrett-jackson.com

January 30th

Winter Tech Session: Cast Iron Powerglide Tear-down

February 21th

Drive & Dine: Wrigley Mansion Brunch

March 13

Spring Tech Session: Aftermarket Front Suspension

March 27st

Julio G’s Corvette’s on the Green

April 17th

Drive & Dine: Saguaro Lake

Jul 13-16

SACC National Convention, Bowling Green, Kentucky www.solidaxle.org

August 14

Night at the Movies: Le Mans starring Steve McQueen
Garry & Karen Mion 1101 E. Warner Rd, #135 Tempe, AZ 85284 5pm RSVP: gmofaz@cox.net

September 19

End of Summer Social: Pot Luck Dinner
Looking for a host house. Please contact board if interesting in hosting

October 9

Fall Tech Session: To Be Announced
Help us Plan this event with your suggestions/help

November 13

Drive & Dine: To Be Announced
Help us Plan this event with your suggestions/help

December 4th

Holiday Tech Session: To Be Announced
Help us Plan this event with your suggestions/help

December 5th

Holiday Brunch: Sun Ridge Country Club
The above list of events is subject to change.
Members are welcome to suggest/host an event; contact a member of the Board with your ideas.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
BY GARRY MION
Our next chapter event is our Annual Night at the Movies. This will be the fifth year we are having the event, and I hope we
can see a few new faces at this year’s event. Start time is 5pm, where there will be refreshments and munchies. At ~6pm
well have a sandwich dinner, followed by our feature movie, Le Mans starring Steve McQueen, at 7pm. Depending on how
everyone feels, dessert will either be after the movie, or we’ll take a short intermission during the movie. Expect to see a flyer
about the event in your inbox with this newsletter.
The rest of calendar needs a little bit of work. We’d like to have a Summer Social Pot Luck Dinner. If you would like to host
this event, please contact any of the board members. In October we will resume our technical sessions (weather should be
cooler), so if you have a project you would like to host or have a suggestion, please contact any of the board members. In
November we would like to add to our Drive & Dine series, as the weather usually permits a later morning departure and topdown driving weather throughout the day. We really could use some good ideas on a 1-2hr drive, followed by lunch, then a
drive back home. That brings us up to December, when we have our annual Holiday Weekend of a tech session on Saturday
and a brunch on Sunday. We could really use some fresh ideas on what to do for the tech session, along with a location that
could handle 30-40 people.
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SPRING TECH SESSION: AFTERMARKET SUSPENSION
BY GARRY MION
On March 13, the SACC chapter held a tech session at the
home of Butch and Lee Herman. Butch went over the installation process of putting an aftermarket front suspension on his
car, and he even had the car jacked up with tires removed so
we could look over the finished project. Many thanks to Butch

in-

Copyright © 2010 Arizona Chapter: Solid Axle Corvette Club

and Lee for opening up their
home and hosting the event.
The event was well attended
as you can see from the picture in the lower left and below. You can see from the
picture at far left that even
John Marsh couldn’t help get
volved, providing members
with some basics on the
standard front suspension.
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POWERGLIDE TEARDOWN
BY GARRY MION
On January 30th we had our second winter tech session,
this time at my home in Tempe. A bit of background first.
I found an engine/transmission pair on Craigslist: A 519
Flint block from late ‘59, and attached to it was a Cast
Iron Powerglide. The combination was out of an Impala,
according to the owner, and it has been sitting for many
years. The engine was dated L49, which equates to December 4th,
1959. About a month too late for use in my ’60. I decided to buy it
anyway, at best perhaps getting some parts out of it (exhaust manifolds were correct for my car and in great shape) or even selling
the block, and worst case I would get an education out of it. Well, it
turns out to be a bit of both. The engine had clearly been sitting
outside for a long time, and even thought it had a tarp around it,
the sun destroyed it and given one of the valve covers was missing,
a fair amount of water got into the engine. Took a bit of time, but
eventually I was able to free the pistons to free the crank, and separate the torque converter from the flywheel and disassemble the
engine.

I had never really seen the inside of a Cast Iron Powerglide transmission up close before, so I thought I would get a bit adventurous
and host a tech session on it’s disassembly. I first did some research, finding various technical information on the web. In additiona, I ordered Roy Braatz’s Cast Iron Powerglide video. Between
the data and the
video, I was confident and ready to
host the event. Of
course,
taking
something apart
is much easier
than putting it together with the purpose of having it working correctly. I didn’t
have a clue what I would find in taking the transmission apart (if was anything
like the engine, it was going to be rusty). We had a great turnout for the tech
session. You can see from the photo above left, the garage was packed. It
was great to see the interest (or perhaps you’ll call it curiosity) in this project.
So armed with a few tools and somewhat scripted teardown
outline, the powerglide came apart piece by piece. The pictures
in the upper right of the page show the transmission prior to
disassembly. Most of the parts were present (including a few I
needed for the ‘60, like the torque converter bolt cover plate).
The picture middle-right shows the table set up for the work. At
the recommendation of friends, I covered the table with cardboard to help catch any fluid that might be remaining, and to
prevent the table from getting scratched up big-time. Since this
was a passenger car powerglide, there were differences from
what a Corvette would have. Mainly the torque converter (has
nearly double the bolts holding it together), and the tail extension (longer to hold the shift linkage). In the picture above I’m
explaining the difference in the torque converter. The picture at
right is after we remove the servo cover, exposing the low-band
Copyright © 2010 Arizona Chapter: Solid Axle Corvette Club
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and reverse-band pistons, along with the filler area . What we found when opening up the servo cover was that bee’s had attempted to set up house in one of
the cavities, gaining access through the upper transmission cooling line coupler
that was left open and exposed. They were actually well preserved in transmission oil. To gain access to the “innards” of the transmission, it require a little
audience participation to help separate the from front housing from the main
case. The picture on the right shows us in the process of separating the two
pieces — along with the supervision to make sure we were doing it right (that’s
why John’s our tech “advisor”). Surprisingly, we didn’t find any creatures in the
main case, and the case was not really rusted (other than the top areas, where
fluid was thin and not able to help keep it from rusting).
The picture at left shows the
hi-lo clutch assembly removed, and with it you can see the low-band
brake surrounding the clutch drum and the input shaft extending out the
top. On the right of the picture is the main valve body surrounding the
pump sleeve. In the background is the main case, and those holes on the
left is where fluid would
flow to the band pistons
and cooling lines. The
picture at right gives you
an idea of the rusted (top)
part of the clutch drum,
as it was exposed while
the low-band brake retained some fluid and kept
the metal protected.
The picture at left is the
clutch pack, which took a
while to separate as some moisture did get in there, and the fluid somewhat coagulated, making it hard to separate everything. I was able to clean
most of the metal up, and only a few areas were actually pitted. I think they
could be re-used if needed, but most of these parts are readily available.
After cleaning the parts, I coated the parts with transmission fluid before
storing them away in a box. I’m not really sure what I’ll need when it comes
time to rebuild the ‘60’s transmission, so might as well treat these part

with care. The picture above shows the tail extension part of the transmission. Here I could explain
the operation of the speedometer drive gear,
along with the differences between a passenger
and Corvette extensions. The picture at right is the
carnage of parts at the end of the tear down. Everything was cleaned and bagged, including the old gaskets.
I want to thank Newton Johnson for taking the pictures in this article. This was a lot of fun and very educational. Glad it didn’t have to be on something that had to go back in to a car… Cheers!
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WINTER DRIVE & DINE: WRIGLEY MANSION BRUNCH
BY GARRY MION

On February 21st, SACC chapter members braved the
rainy weather and headed up to the Wrigley Mansion
for our Drive & Dine event. John Randolph organized
this event, and we thank him for a wonderful time. Attendees were treated to special Corvette Parking (see
above picture) as part of our arrival. Inside, we had our
own room where we could mingle and eat. The buffet
was great and plentiful. If you left hungry, it wasn’t due
to a lack of food. The picture above right shows our
room. We took the picture below after brunch (everyone
is holding in their stomachs) just before we headed on
our self-guided tour of the mansion. Despite the weather, it was a busy day at the Mansion. Plenty of people
just enjoying the charm of the mansion, and there was
a wedding going on in one of the many rooms that accommodate such events. I hope you enjoy the pictures
from the event. I took advantage of the clearing weather to shoot the picture of the ‘60 with Camelback
Mountain in the background. (opposite page).
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S P R I N G D R I V E & D I N E : S A G UA R O L A K E
BY GARRY MION
Unlike years past, our traditional drive out to Saguaro Lake moved from
February to April. Weather
was still great given
temps were down (as we
all know, we had great
weather well into May).
Hal and Catherine Manko
were our event organizers
again this year, and we
thank them for coordinating everything for us. We
all met at our usual starting place in the Kern Plaza parking lot just east of
Shea and Beeline Highway. This year we had
quite a mix of cars, and a
few new attendees. The
drive out to the lake was
spectacular, as all the recent rains made
the desert come alive with blossoms. Once
at the lake, we found a nice long section of
unoccupied spaces for us to park our cars
together, and then we headed in for lunch.
It was nice way to spend a Saturday morning. Thanks to all those who participate,
and look forward to another trip next year.
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JULIO G’S CORVETTES ON THE GREEN
BY GARRY MION
Sad to say, Julio G’s is no more. The franchise closed down the business around the beginning of the summer. Fortunately,
we had the opportunity to attend what could be the last time we see Corvettes on this popular car show spot (although rumor
has it the person running the restaurant is trying to buy it and open it under a new name). The event was hosted by the Corvette Club of Arizona, of which some
of the SACC members are also members of. The picture
in the middle –left
is our members
posing after winning the “club”
award. The event
was held on March
27th.
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1957 BODY OFF
BY GARRY MION
On July 24th, Garry Eastwood and a few
friends got together and to take the body off
Garry’s ‘57, which he plans to do a full restoration over the next 18-20 months. Garry had
already removed most of the interior components and body components to make the body
as light as possible. A number of mechanical
components in and around the engine components were also removed. So all that had to
happen was to have a few “able” people show
up to lift the body off the frame and rest it on
Garry’s home-made body dolly. The process
started right about 8am, and was done by
8:10 am. There were a few dolly

“modifications” needed once the body was placed on it, but
now it now resting quietly awaiting Garry to begin the stripping
process. But before that, Garry will completely disassemble
the frame for cleaning and painting of all chassis components.

The Engine will be hosted off the frame with the transmission, the each will be disassembled and sent off for machining and/or rebuild. Front and rear suspension will be

disassembled, cleaned, painted, and rebuilt.
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At some point in time, Garry will strip the paint off
the body, along with the undercoating that was applied at some point during the car’s life. After stripping the body, Garry will have to assess the condition of the fiberglass, including the number of repairs that were done at less than a original standards.
Not all of the original parts were present on the car,
so Garry will be collecting his “list” as he sets his
sights on Corvettes of Carlisle, where hopefully he
can find many of the parts he needs, and not have
to break the bank to do so.

Above and right you can see pictures of the now exposed
chassis. Below is the body sitting on the body dolly.

After everyone got a chance to look over the
body and the chassis, we had a quick Chapter
meeting, where John Marsh was kind enough
to give us highlights about the 2010 National
Convention in Bowling Green, KY. John Randolph went over some Chapter business, in-

cluding letting everyone know that we can use
more help in organizing and hosting future events,
as well as participate in the planning of our 2012
National Convention.
I’m sure we all wish Garry lots of success as he
undertakes this ambitious restoration project. We’ll
be sure to provide some updates from time-time
on his progress.
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2010 SACC NATIONAL CONVENTION
BY JOHN MARSH
The 2010 National SACC Convention was hosted by the Great Rivers Chapter
and held in Bowling Green, Kentucky July 13 -16th. This was followed by
the National Corvette Homecoming Show, on the 17th & 18th, which is an
annual event held at Bowling Green. Our Arizona Chapter was represented by
Gary & Barbara Muehl and John & Norma Marsh. We were treated to sunshine
for the entire event, which was welcome, considering all the rainfall and flooding that the area had received in previous days.
Tuesday afternoon, July 13th, we arrived at the Holiday Inn at Bowling
Green and were greeted at our convention's registration desk by the cochairs, Doc & Gerri Hollada and Max & MaryRae Brockhouse. The Great Rivers Chapter hosted a Welcome Reception where we had an opportunity to visit
with the 80 people who attended this event. The remainder of the evening was
enjoyed when everyone gathered in the Corvette parking lot to admire the solid
axles and to chat with friends. It was somewhat disappointing to only have 16
solid axles make the trip. Perhaps this was because of distance or a conflict with
the NCRS National event.
On Wednesday July 14th we all caravanned to the Corvette Assembly Plant in
Bowling Green, where we had our own private tour. It was really awesome to see
450 employees turn out 65 Corvettes a day! After the tour our group had lunch at
the Corvette Cafe for a 50's style dining experience. After lunch we
toured the National Corvette Museum... a great place to spend an afternoon! Later in the evening Joe & Vera Pruitt, organizers of the National Corvette Homecoming, hosted a dessert and coffee get together for our group.
On Thursday, July 15th
we caravanned to Jim Van Dorn's Auto Masters Shop. Jim built and raced two
GM sponsored Corvettes, which were front runners until a change of rules forced
the Corvettes to have smaller intake openings, which caused them to be third or
fourth place cars. After that they dropped out of racing and donated the cars to
the Corvette Museum. The shop now does custom specialized service work on
mostly new Corvettes. After having lunch together we caravanned again to
the Quick Fuel Carburetor Factory where they manufacture high performance
carburetors for all sorts of off road and NHRA racing. This tour was very interesting.
While the guys were doing their tours the gals spent the day shopping at various antique stores in the area, taking time out for a lunch of home-cooked
southern favorites.... served with all that "southern hospitality!” That evening
we attended the SACC Annual Banquet which included live entertainment by
identical twin sisters, "Moore & Moore" ... great music and lots of laughs! This
was followed by the annual business meeting.
On Friday, July 16th Gary Muehl and I attended the National Officers and
Chapter Reps. meeting in the morning. One of the main topics on the agenda
was D & O Insurance for SACC chapter board members that the
So. Cal.Chapter has put together. After lunch we all boarded a chartered bus to
Nashville where we had a very interesting 3 hour tour of the city, attended a
dinner buffet and then an evening of entertainment at the Grand Ole Opry.

John Marsh with Max
That evening after arriving back at our hotel we found the entire parking lot jammed with many Corvettes from all over the
country! People were sitting in lawn chairs chatting and getting ready for the National Corvette Homecoming Weekend, which
we attended the following day. Ten days and 3500 miles later Norma and I, and our '09 Crystal Red Corvette ,were happy
to return home. We had a very enjoyable time, made many new friends and I picked up a lot of C1 tech tips to share.
The 2011 SACC National Convention will be January 30 - February 1st in Kissimmee, FL following the NCRS Winter Regional. Looking ahead.... in 2012 it will be our turn to host!
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